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For many software projects, keeping requirements on track needs an effective and effcient path from data to decision. Visual analytics creates such a path that enables the human
to extract insights by interacting with the relevant information. While various requirements
visualization techniques exist, few have produced end-to-end values to practitioners. In this
dissertation, we advance the literature on visual requirements analytics by characterizing
its key components and relationships in a framework. We follow the goal-question-metric
paradigm to defne the framework by teasing out fve conceptual goals (user, data, model,
visualization, and knowledge), their specifc operationalizations, and their interconnections. The framework allows us to not only assess existing approaches, but also create tool
enhancements in a principled manner.
We evaluate our enhanced tool supports both qualitatively and quantitatively. First, we
evaluate our tool supports qualitatively through a case study where massive, heterogeneous,
and dynamic requirements are processed, visualized, and analyzed. Working together with

practitioners on a contemporary software project within its real-life context leads to the
main ending that visual analytics can help tackle both open-ended visual exploration tasks
and well-structured visual exploitation tasks in requirements engineering. In addition, the
study helps the practitioners to reach actionable decisions in a wide range of areas relating
to their project, ranging from theme and outlier identifcation, over requirements tracing,
to risk assessment. Overall our work illuminates how the data-to-decision analytical capabilities could be improved by the increased interactivity of requirements visualization.
Although many new visual analytics tools, techniques and methods are being developed, still there is a lack of understanding of how to evaluate the performance of such
tools. We conducted an experiment to assess the performance (time and correctness) of
our visual analytics tool support in solving requirements engineering tasks. Our study
provides initial evidence and insights for visual analytics in requirements engineering and
sheds light on many challenging open questions.

Key words: Requirements management, Visual analytics, Requirements engineering visualization, Visual analytical reasoning, Requirements clustering, Visual exploration, Visual
exploitation, Decision making
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The most data-intensive software development activities lie in requirements engineering (RE) where stakeholders are determined, problems are explored, and goals are defned [38]. Not only does RE involve the identifcation of the diverse stakeholder concerns
and the complex environmental constraints, critical decisions are also made in RE when
business objectives are transformed into technical specifcations, when conficting viewpoints are negotiated into an agreed upon action plan, and when reasonings are performed
to enable revisions without incurring the serious time or budget overturns. Keeping requirements on track thus requires a disciplined approach to handling the massive, heterogeneous, and dynamic volumes of information.
The emerging feld of visual analytics (VA) offers a solution to turn the information
overload into an opportunity. The challenge is rooted in the unprecedented rate that data is
produced, collected, and stored in today’s applications, but at the same time, the ability to
analyze and make use of these data volumes increases at a much lower rate. VA emerges
to address the challenge and is described as “the science of analytical reasoning facilitated
by interactive visual interfaces” [109]. The basic idea is to visually represent the data so
as to allow the human to directly interact with the information, to promptly gain insights,
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and to ultimately make optimal decisions. VA builds upon and combines different research
areas such as visualization, data mining, and statistics. It is important to note that VA is not
a separate feld of study [58], but an integral part and a key enabler of visual data analysis
that can support a variety of applications. Domains benefting from VA include physics,
astronomy, climate, business, economy, biology, health, security, and many others [58].
Applied to RE, VA helps create a path from data to decision. In this process, visualization plays two pivotal roles: 1) it represents the requirements information by highlighting
certain constructs and relationships while ignoring others; and 2) it serves as the interaction
medium to augment a requirements analyst’s knowledge discovery with advanced computational capabilities. In another word, visualization provides the human analysts with ways
to statically see what the requirements are as well as to dynamically operate on them to
have the RE tasks completed.
The frst issue of effectively generating requirements-centric visualizations has received increasing attention in recent years. In particular, the requirements engineering
visualization (REV) workshop series, initiated in 2006, offers a stimulating forum in which
the ideas of using visualization in RE are presented, shared, discussed, debated, and disseminated. Cooper et al. [18] provided an excellent survey of all but the most recent work
in the feld, showing the wide range of visualizations employed: tabular, relational, sequential, hierarchical, and quantitative/metaphorical. The survey also organized and compared
REV approaches by activities (e.g., elicitation, modeling, negotiation, etc.) and phases
(e.g., context, refnement, specifcation, etc.). While most REV techniques are used for
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requirements modeling and specifcations, the survey reveals the need to thoroughly understand the tasks within RE that are best supported with visualization [18].
Compared to requirements visualization, only modest efforts have been devoted to the
second issue of creating “interactive visual interfaces” [109] to facilitate the accomplishment of an analyst’s task at hand. One of the seminal papers on the topic was presented by
Gandhi and Lee [36], where metaphorical visualizations were developed for requirementsdriven risk assessment. The work shows the potential of VA to tackle security certifcation’s
complex decision-making process where numerous, unstructured, multi-source, and conficting requirements must be modeled, related, and compared. The work also sheds light
on the synthesis of human’s background knowledge in the VA process. For example, to
produce valid visualizations, an experienced certifcation analyst shall manually map riskrelated requirements to the concepts defned in the domain-specifc ontology (e.g., assets,
threats, vulnerabilities, counter measures, etc.) [36].
Building on prior work, we devised a tool [89] aiming for tackling a broad spectrum
of visual exploration tasks in RE. Visual exploration is the process of extracting insights
from data via interaction with visual depictions of that data [54]. Although our earlier
tool helps extract structural insights from the visual depiction of requirements, it is still
limited in delivering end-to-end (from data to decision) capabilities. This shortcoming is
common to state-of-the-art VA approaches in RE, as shown by our review in Section 3.2.
A fundamental challenge here is the lack of understanding about how VA best answers the
requirements analyst’s needs.

3

In this dissertation, we address the challenge by characterizing the VA process itself, thereby assessing the strengths and weaknesses of contemporary approaches. The
resulting characteristics are codifed in a framework by following the goal-question-metric
paradigm [7]. Specifcally, we treat each of the fve components in the framework (user,
data, model, visualization, and knowledge) as a conceptual goal, and then defne a set of
questions for operationalizing the goals. Guided by this novel framework of VA in RE, we
describe the improvements made by our enhanced tool in the context of an industrial case
study. The case study is carried out within a software project’s real-life context where the
requirements must be kept on track and the actionable decisions must be made in a fast and
justifable way.
In this dissertation, we used the framework to guide the development of tool supports
mainly for visual exploration tasks, including overviewing the requirements space, uncovering requirements-level themes, mapping stakeholder concerns, and identifying outliers
that exhibit anomalous aspects from the majority of the requirements [83].
One of the RE tasks that we found VA could potentially facilitate (namely “causality” which involves semantic analysis, exploratory reasoning, and multivariate comparison [83]) was not completed at the time our previous work was presented. In this dissertation, we coherently leverage the framework to fully realize VA’s causality potential by
expanding the case study to the area of requirements-driven risk assessment that our industrial partner fnds to be important. The continuous and expanded case study gives us
the advantage of researching and developing a more complete spectrum of VA supports for
RE. Relating to the visual exploration fndings that we reported in [83], the extended work
4

here shows that visual exploitation is best performed in a concrete task (e.g., risk assessment) where a relatively well-structured process is defned. Another important extension
is that Section 3.3 assesses the contemporary VA approaches more comprehensively and
by following our framework more systematically. Overall, the main contributions of this
dissertation are: (i) development of an RE-oriented framework that models the core VA
components and their interactions; (ii) evaluation of 8 existing VA techniques by applying
the framework; and (iii) advancement of the literature through building VA capabilities
that can produce end-to-end values to RE practitioners; (iv) evaluation of our enhanced
tools supports both qualitatively and quantitatively. The remainder of the dissertation is
organized as follows.
• : Chapter 2: Background and related work.
• : Chapter 3: Visual requirements analytics.
• : Chapter 4: Visual exploration in requirements engineering.
• : Chapter 5: Visual exploitation in requirements engineering.
• : Chapter 6: Quantitative assessment of visual analytics in requirements engineering.
• : Chapter 7: Concludes the dissertation and suggests future work.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this chapter, we describe the background and related work of visual analytics for
requirments engineering. Our dissertation work lies in between the two felds : requirements engineering visualization (REV) [18] and visual analytics science and technology
(VAST) [58].

2.1

Requirements Engineering Visualization
Studies of requirements engineering (RE) practice show that the majority of require-

ments are written in natural language [62]. However, the textual artifacts can be cumbersome to comprehend and analyze. Similar challenges exist when the stakeholders have to
review and understand requirements for large and complex systems. In addition, certain
characteristics of requirements or the problem domain may only become apparent upon
visual exploration of the elicited information or metrics [18].
Basic information visualization, such as bar graphs, pie charts, and hierarchical structures, have long been employed in RE. These visualizations are routinely used to augment
textual requirements with summarization that aggregates large amounts of information into
a single representation for shared understanding and quick absorption by stakeholders. An

6

inherent challenge in RE visualization is to tackle the typical lack of structure in the requirements artifacts [18].
The need for discovering the natural structure of a set of requirements artifacts has
given rise to the research area of requirements clustering - the automatic grouping of requirements into clusters that are in some way characterized by an internal coherence and/or
an external isolation. Researchers have applied clustering to support a variety of RE activities, including feature identifcation, system modularization, and automated tracing. A
particular area that visualization has emerged to offer promising support is clustering-based
traceability, where Cleland-Huang and Habrat proposed the novel ideas for visualizing the
link context as well as fltering incorrect link clusters [17].
In fact, survey papers on software visualization exist, such as REV [18], software architecture visualization [35], and visualization of the static aspects of source code [15]. Our
work complements this literature by providing with the users a VA framework for RE to
compare different methods and by developing the tool enhancements in a principled way.
A growing body of work on requirements engineering visualization (REV) has emerged
in recent years. In a state-of-the-art survey, Cooper Jr. et al. [18] offered a classifcation
scheme through which the RE visualization approaches could be categorized [18]. The
survey showed that hierarchical and relational visualizations became more available in
RE, whereas quantitative visualizations received relatively limited attention. Another key
fnding was that, compared to requirements modeling, validation of requirements lacked
suffcient visualization support. The review by Cooper et al. [18] analyzes the historical trends and also organizes REV approaches in a unifed framework. Referring to this
7

framework, we believe VA tools like ReCVisu+ are especially suitable for requirements
elaboration and refnement [18]. In addition, our study shows VA is helpful in supporting
requirements exploration and discovery.
In order to understand the software requirements, frst we need to understand the relationships between the requirements [46] [117] [115]. The available requirements management tools [108] [91] [67] primarily use lists, tables, trees, and matrices to visualize the
relationships and the requirements themselves. The capability of these visualization methods are very limited and not useful to visualize multiple relationships. Heim et al. [46] proposed a graph-based requirements visualization [99] [112] [56] [110] which allows to show
multidimensional relations between requirements in a effective way. Authors proposed a
unique visualization that enables the requirements exploration and support analyzing the
dependencies between requirements [46]. Furthermore, their future work is to expand the
research to other domain knowledge or software artifacts.
In [87], author summarized the use of requirements relationships in existing commercial tools, Systems Modeling Language (SysML) [33], Unifed Modeling Language
(UML) [9], and goal-oriented requirements engineering [113] [125] [3]. Also, lessons
learned from author’s own experience of tool development using graph-based techniques
are provided.
For successful requirements engineering [24], existing tools and formal specifcations
are not suffcient. To build a software system we should take all the valid requirements
into consideration. In real time, many requirements are communicated informally by the
practitioners [22] [80] [96]. Requirements engineering relies heavily on informal and oral
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communication like group meetings, conference calls, and e-mails. In many software companies, some requirements are communicated outside formal documents. The communication beyond formal documents is crucial for a company to improve its requirements
engineering practices [10] [27]. In [96], authors proposed an explicit notation for visualizing the fow of requirements including both the document-based and informal methods
of communication. The authors also provided an example of the notation by applying it to
the elicitation [95] [73] [72] [94] and validation of security requirements [103] [21] [42].
A comparison of visualization approach for fows of requirements and related notations
showed how the differences affect the modeling ability [96].
Use Case Maps (UCMs) [11] [53] [77] are part of the User Requirements Notation
(URN) [2] [52], which is a standardization effort of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). In [77], the UCMs notation is described as “a visual scenario language
that focuses on the causal fow of behaviour superimposed on a structure of components.”
This paper described how scenario-based aspects can be modeled visually with the help of
UCMs at the requirements level and also the same methods applied for the non-aspectual
systems [77].
The visualization of the software supports various stages in the software development process. For requirements, Goal-oriented software requirements methods result in
goal structures presented in KAOS approach [23] and OpenOME for the i*/Tropos approach [124]. Requirements visualization is advanced with the work that presents complex
formal models to the user of the domain [26], different viewpoints [28]. Many tools are
available to visualize information systems and mainly these tools present functional arti9

facts from various stages of the software development life-cycle [31]. Ernst et al. proposed
a quality-based visualization scheme which is layered on top of the functional artifacts to
present non-functional aspects [31]. In addition, an example for visualization of quality
attributes (trust and performance) is provided.
Many visualization techniques, tools and methods have primary focus on functional
requirements. The use of UML for visualizing functional requirements [60], and use
case maps for visualizing aspect-oriented requirements [77] are best examples. In [31],
i* framework has been proposed for visualizing non-functional requirements patterns and
have visualization supports for inter-pattern relationships [31]. In [105], authors proposed
a framework for supporting the non-functional requirements patterns visualization based
on the model refnement rules.
Gotel et al. [39] summarize the typical objectives and process of visualization and
highlights the main areas in which visualization systems and artifacts have been used to
support requirements engineering. Gotel et al. [39] also proposed the need for a way to visualize the multi-dimensional nature of requirements to help comprehending on the health
of a projects requirements, and thus supporting decision making tasks during the software
development process. Gotel [39] also examined how new ways to see the requirements
development, based on metaphor and mapping, provided samples, and describe a research
outline to explore a path related to requirements sensing.
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2.2

Visual Analytics Science and Technology
Bimber and Streit [8] described “Visual analytics is an emerging and fast-developing

feld that combines the strengths of graphical visualization with the power of analytical
reasoning.” The goal of the visual analytics research is to turn the information overload into
an opportunity by providing supports to analysts to examine the huge food of data in order
to make decision in real-time [59]. Keim et al. [59], outlined the scope of visual analytics
using two problems and three methodological classes in order to show the importance and
usefulness of visual analtyics. The advantages and disadvantages of automated and visual
analysis techniques are explained by using analytic reasoning interaction examples.
The visual analytics methodology is a combination of data visualization, data analytics, and human computer interaction and can solve problems from different domains [127].
Zhang et al. [127] reported a survey on the state-of-the-art VA systems for analyzing current market trends and to identify potential research directions. They evaluated the performance and functionality of each system by surveying the vendor by testing real world data
as well as answering a structured questionnaire. Furthermore, they investigated a larger
number of systems to analyze the VA software market [127].
Angelini et al. [5] provided an analytical model to examine the performance of information retrieval systems. In addition, they proposed a machine learning approach to learn
the ranking model of the examined system to perform “what-if” analysis and facilitate
visual exploration [5] [6].
Telea and Voinea [106] proposed presented a study of how visual analytics can be effectively and effciently applied to solve maintenance tasks and support the decision making
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process. In order to managing and decision making activities, they used a combination of
static source code analysis, repository analysis and visualizations techniques [106].
Wong et al. [119] introduced a powerful visual analytics framework designed to improve the analytical capabilities of investigators to effectively understand and analyze the
large semantic graphs. In addition, a framework design, signifcant development achievements, and future direction of a new VA system know as “Have Green” are described [119].
Dou et al. [25] proposed an interactive visual analytics system, LeadLine, for automatic identifcation of meaningful events in news and other social media data. LeadLine
characterizes such events, by integrating topic modeling, event detecting, and named entity recognition techniques. LeadLine also allows users to inspect and analyze meaningful
events interactively [25] [63].
Investigative analysis deals with large collections of text documents consists of evidence in order to formulate hypothesis [104]. It is a tedious task to explore large volumes
of the data. Stasko et al. [104], have developed a visual analytic system called “Jigsaw”
that represents documents visually and assist investigators to examine and analyze more
effectively. The special feature of Jigsaw is that, it provides multiple coordinated views of
document entities and also illustrates the connections between entities visually [104].
Shrinivasan and Wijk [102] presented a new information visualization framework supporting the analytical reasoning process. Essentially, it has three views - a data view, a
knowledge view, and a navigation view. The data view provides interactive information visualization tools. The analyst can examine and record the analysis by using the knowledge
view. By automatically capturing the visualization states, navigation view offers overview
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of the exploration process. They also presented a user study to evaluate the usefulness of
the prototype Aruvi [102].
Wei et al. [116] presented a novel exploratory visual analytic system called TIARA
(Text Insigh via Automated Responsive Analytics). TIARA combines interactive visualization and text analytics to assist in exploring and analyzing large volumes of text.
In [116], authors have applied TIARA to several real-world applications such as patient
record analysis and email summarization. The effectiveness was measured by conducting
several experiments and the results showed that TIARA is effective in assisting users in
solving text analytics tasks [116]
Keim et al. [58] provided a general introduction to VA, in which the scope of VA is
defned and the application scenarios of VA are presented. Disciplines that handle data
amenable to scientifc visualization provide rich opportunities to apply VA. In physics and
astronomy, for example, VA has been used in applications like fow visualization, fuid
dynamics, molecular dynamics, nuclear science and astrophysics, and the like [58]. However, it is encouraging to note that visual software analytics is considered as a promising
application area [58].
How to evaluate visual notations used in RE has attracted much interest lately. Moody
et al. [76] proposed a set of principles based on the physics of notations and further applied the principles to evaluate the i∗ visual notation. Similarly, Amyot et al. [4] developed
quantitative, qualitative, and hybrid mechanisms for evaluating the goal-oriented requirements language. In contrast, our framework applies the GQM paradigm [7] to qualitatively
assess the visual requirements analytics approaches.
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While eight VA approaches for RE are reviewed in Section 3.3, VA has also been applied to support other software engineering activities, such as release planning [48], product assessment [107], and product line engineering [79]. A recent special issue on software
analytics also appears in [71]. Nevertheless, as argued by Gotel et al. [38], RE is one of
the most fruitful areas benefting from the synergy of information visualization. This is
because RE tasks often involve the reconciliation of multiple viewpoints, the discovery
of structure in complex unstructured datasets, the fusion of data from disparate sources,
and the development of agreed models [38]. Our work extends the synergy between information visualization and RE by showing how interactive visualizations can be used to
facilitate comprehension, enable exploration, and communicate decisions.
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CHAPTER 3
VISUAL REQUIREMENTS ANALYTICS

3.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, we take a detailed look at visual analytics (VA) as it is applied to
RE. The resulting framework allows us to assess our own ReCVisu tool [89], as well as
other contemporary RE-centric VA solutions. Such an examination of the literature is
especially useful for identifying areas for improvement which we will base to develop tool
enhancements.
It is important to explain the term “visual requirements analytics” that we use to refer
to the subject matter of our research. This term is derived from a recent article published
in IEEE Software [71] where Menzies and Zimmermann presented the guest editors’ introduction to “software analytics”. They defned the emerging feld as “analytics on software
data for managers and software engineers with the aim of empowering software development individuals and teams to gain and share insight from their data to make better decisions” [71]. We therefore believe that, if the source of “software data” is requirementscentric as opposed to implementation-centric (e.g., [12]), then “requirements analytics”
can characterize the use of analysis, data, and systematic reasoning for making decisions
that will beneft managers, requirements engineers, and other relevant stakeholders. Furthermore, if visualization is the primary means by which insights are drawn and shared,
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then the term “visual requirements analytics” can be used to describe the data-to-decision
process. For this reason, we use “visual requirements analytics” and “VA for RE” interchangeably for the rest of the dissertation.

3.2

A Framework for Visual Requirements Analytics
In essence, VA is aimed at synthesizing the strengths of machines with those of hu-

mans [109]. On one hand, modern computers and automated methods, such as data mining [43] and machine learning [1], offer unprecedented computational power to facilitate
knowledge discovery. On the other hand, it is indispensable for informed decision making
to include humans in the data analysis process to leverage fexibility, creativity, and background knowledge [58]. The specifc advantage of making the human-machine synthesis
in a visual way is that data analysts, decision makers, and other stakeholders can focus their
full cognitive and perceptual attentions on the visualization-enabled analytical reasoning
while taking advantage of the automatic data processing techniques [58].

Transition Types:
discovering

Primary to the user
Secondary to the user

selecting

interacting with

User

Subject to full automation

Knowledge

specifying
mapping

Softgoal

Goal

rendering

+

OR

Subgoal

preprocessing

Data

Task

Model

Visualization

Figure 3.1
A Framework for Visual Requirements Analytics.
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We have developed a visual requirements analytics framework based on the VA literature. Figure 3.1 shows the framework which consists of fve components (user, data, model,
visualization, and knowledge) and their interactions. Compared with existing conceptualizations (e.g., the ones presented in [109] and [58]), our framework is novel in a couple of
aspects. First, it explicitly models the “user” to suggest that machine’s computations only
augment, but cannot replace, human’s capabilities to perceive, relate, and conclude in the
knowledge discovery and decision making process. Second, our framework distinguishes
the degree of user involvement in the VA activities: primary to the user, secondary to the
user, or subject to full automation. These distinctions are made by using different transition
types in Figure 3.1. In what follows, we detail the introduction of the proposed framework
by discussing the components, the connections between the components, and the different
levels of user involvement.

3.2.1
3.2.1.1

Components
User

We choose the term “user” to label the human role in Figure 3.1. The rationale is to
denote the role as somebody who uses the VA methods, techniques, and tools to carry out
RE tasks. In practice, the VA “user” can be a requirements engineer, a data analyst, a
business manager, a project coordinator, a developer, a tester, a customer, and/or an end
user of the software system. In many situations, the “user” is not just an individual but
a group of stakeholders. For example, using VA’s fact-based decision support to answer
questions like, “How much resource is needed for this new feature request and who is most
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capable of implementing it?”, can help project managers reason more strategically about
the importance of the changing requirements, facilitate customer service representatives
to better locate technical expertise when answering user queries, and guide sales staff in
pricing features by understanding the inherent values and tradeoffs. In this sense, analytics
is truly about what software projects can learn from themselves and each other, or put it in
another way, “analytics means sharing information” [71].

3.2.1.2

Data

Due to the Internet and open source, there is now so much data about software projects
that it is impossible to manually browse through it all [71]. Take the SWP project as an
example, the focus group meetings helped elicit 113 requirements for only one agency (K12) but there are fve major agencies that the project is aimed to serve. The other four are:
early childhood, community college, university, and workforce. As mentioned earlier, the
requirements for many software projects are of large scale, of different source, of distinct
format, and even of various quality. Therefore, the frst step of VA is often to process
the raw data in order to extract relevant requirements information for further visual and
automatic analyses. The data can be selected manually by the user with the help from
automated preprocessing tools and techniques.

3.2.1.3

Model

Continuing with the preprocessed data, the underlying model in Figure 3.1 defnes what
entities and relationships will be used to support the user’s RE task at hand. Goals [50], use
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cases [78], features [118], problem frames [98], and stakeholder social networks [61] are
among the most commonly employed models. Though graphical in some cases, the model
is primarily concerned with specifying the problem domain ontology [36], thereby shaping
the transformation from data to visualization. In certain approaches (e.g., [89], [17]), the
model is only implicit in that the natural language descriptions are extracted and treated as
the main requirements constructs.

3.2.1.4

Visualization

Unlike scientifc visualization where the data entities are typically 3D geometries or
can be explicitly referenced to time and space [44], the visualization of requirements is a
type of information visualization (IV) [14] that deals with abstract data with hundreds of
dimensions and no natural mapping to the display. Thus, novel techniques are devised by
employing metaphorical [36], quantitative [89], hierarchical [90], relational [69], and other
graph-based [47] visual data representations. It is well known in the IV community that,
very often, there are many different ways to represent the data under consideration [14].
Searching for the best requirements visualization can be impractical and even counterproductive. It is therefore more valuable to create effective and effcient ways to analyze the
data. In this sense, VA is more than just the visualization. It also focuses on how the user
interacts with the visualization. Infuenced by Shneiderman’s celebrated “overview frst,
zoom/flter, details on demand” IV interaction mantra [101], Keim et al. [58] describe the
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VA interaction mantra to be (1) analyze frst, (2) show the important, (3) zoom, flter and
analyze further, and (4) details on demand.

3.2.1.5

Knowledge

The interactions with the requirements visualizations shall augment the user’s knowledge discovery and lead to actionable decisions; otherwise, they become wasted interactions. However, reaching actionable decisions sometimes also requires new insights
and real-time reasoning. It is crucial to note that the knowledge resulted from analytics
must be relevant to practitioners (i.e., the “user” in Figure 3.1). Only by proving the costeffectiveness of the VA technique can we address the need for tool supports that leverage
our knowledge of software engineering to provide more meaningful and less superfcial
software analytics [71].
In sum, the fve components described above form a core set of constructs for the
visual requirements analytics framework. Among these components, “user” is arguably
the most important element as it connects to all other parts and therefore plays an integral
role in controlling, monitoring, and adjusting the entire VA process. As pointed out by
Menzies and Zimmermann [71], “users before algorithms” is a fundamental principle for
software analytics. In our opinion, explicitly embodying “user” in the decision-making and
knowledge-discovery loop is a salient feature that distinguishes VA from IV, and similarly
distinguishes VA for RE from REV. For this reason, we will discuss the different levels
of user involvement in Section 3.2.3, but next we describe the interconnections of the
framework’s non-user components.
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3.2.2
3.2.2.1

Connections
Preprocessing

Preprocessing is aimed at cleaning, normalizing, and aggregating data for further processing and modeling [86], [34]. Due to the large volume of data, automated methods
are commonly deployed. Goldin and Berry [37] presented a seminal paper in requirements preprocessing where the clerical tool called AbstFinder was introduced to identity
important domain concepts from the large mass of natural language text collected from
the clients and users. Other preprocessing approaches include our own work on extracting
domain-aware lexical affnities [82] as well as our systematic study on indexing where different procedures (e.g., tokenizing, fltering, stop word removal, stemming, etc.) and their
interdependencies were organized in a feature model [65].

3.2.2.2

Mapping

While data preprocessing can result in many constructs, showing these constructs in a
visual form needs an underlying model that specifes “what” to be visualized and “how”
to visualize them. We call this transformation “mapping” in Figure 3.1. In i∗ [126], for
example, “what” to be visualized consist of actors, goals, softgoals, tasks, and resources,
whereas the strategic dependency and strategic rationale models defne “how” to visualize
these constructs. Models based on use cases [78], on the other hand, require the mappings of “actors” and “use cases” and defne “uses” and “extends” as basic ways to link the
constructs. Note that each model focuses on certain constructs and ignores many others.
Therefore the VA approach equipped with an extensible model will allow new constructs
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(e.g., “aspects” in use case maps [78]) to be integrated in the visualization, thereby facilitating fresh insights to be generated.

3.2.2.3

Rendering

The key for visual requirements analytics is to produce interactive visualizations for the
users to leverage their cognitive and perceptual skills to perform reasonings, draw insights,
and make decisions. The visual aspects of RE models, however, have received surprisingly
little attention in the literature [75]. Moody and his colleagues [75], [76] flled the gap
by proposing a set of principles for cognitively effective visual notations [74], including
semiotic clarity, perceptual discriminability, and graphic economy. While a recent empirical study [13] on i∗ shows that the visual notations designed by following the principles
are more semantically transparent than those originally proposed [126], the work is in line
with the REV theme of striving for the best set of static notations. Our focus, in contrast,
is on creating dynamic visualizations to support analytics.

3.2.3

User Involvement

As shown in Figure 3.1, a novelty of our framework is the distinction of different levels
of user involvement in the visual requirements analytics process. This section groups the
descriptions based on the three categories: primary to the user, secondary to the user, and
subject to full automation.
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3.2.3.1

Primary to the user

We highlight in Figure 3.1 that it is through the interactive visualizations that important insights are gained, effcient reasonings are performed, defensible assessments are
made, and optimal analysis results are arrived at. In software analytics, data is abundant
and most managers and engineers are technically and analytically skilled, but these stakeholders typically do not have suffcient time to dig into the details. As a result, they need
visual approaches to fully grasp the fndings. Graphs and charts produced by statistics and
spreadsheet tools are a good start, but more research is needed on how to bring the message
out of the software analytics to those who make decision based on them. The visualization
is what will make software analytics powerful [71] and our research is precisely focusing
on this essential issue.

3.2.3.2

Secondary to the user

Two transitions in Figure 3.1 are of secondary to the user: selecting the input data and
specifying the model elements. A principal guideline of data selection is to go mining with
the data in hand, not the data that one might want or wish to have at a later time [71]. The
reason for that is because one may not have control over how data is collected, which makes
data cleansing and spurious data removal particularly important preprocessing steps [100].
As for model determining, a trend in software analytics is to shift from searching for global
models that can cover many situations to tailoring local models and then sharing the lessons
learned [71]. We adopt this view in our work so that different underlying models can be
used to tackle different RE tasks in a customized and complementary way.
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3.2.3.3

Subject to full automation

As mentioned earlier, the use of advanced machine learning and statistical methods in
software repository mining has resulted in numerous tools. In fact, the application of automated data mining techniques in software analytics has become a resounding success [71].
The emphasis of all automation in software analytics, however, should be put on supporting
the generation of real-time, shared, and actionable decisions [71].
It is worth pointing out that, in our framework, the VA path from data to decision is
not strictly linear but highly iterative and incremental with feedback loops between and
within the stages. For example, a visual comparison may generate new hypotheses to test,
which in turn triggers the user to scrutinize certain preprocessing procedures and to refne
the underlying data model.

3.3

Using the Framework to Assess Visual Requirements Analytics Approaches
The main objective of the proposed framework is to assess existing VA approaches in

RE. This not only substantiates the value of the framework, but also suggests potential tool
integration and guides further tool development in a principled manner. The fve components presented in Figure 3.1 represent the key areas and thus the conceptual goals that a
visual requirements analytics approach shall satisfy. It is this straightforward mapping that
motivates the application of the Goal Question Metric (GQM) [7] paradigm in our work.
The top row of Table 3.1 lists the conceptual goals.
In GQM, a goal needs a purpose, issue, object, and viewpoint [7]. Take the “user” goal
as an example; here the need is to assess (the purpose) the adequacy (the issue) of user
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satisfaction (the object) from the VA tool provider’s perspective (the viewpoint). In order
to derive the operational questions associated with each goal, we performed an extensive
analysis of the literature in the area of requirements engineering visualization with special
emphasis on analytical solutions. When reviewing Gandhi and Lee’s seminal work [36],
for instance, we noted that a real-world security certifcation and accreditation scenario
could involve over 500 requirements. Thus, the question “Does the VA approach support
large-scale inputs?” (D1 in Table 3.1) was posed. Continuing in a like manner yielded
all the questions for use in GQM. Table 3.1 groups and labels each goal’s operational
questions.
As discovering knowledge is the most important goal in the visual requirements analytics process, we explain in more detail the fve items listed in the “knowledge” column
of Table 3.1. Anomaly detection (K1), which identifes the data points that deviate from
the majority of the data, is one of the most common features in VA tool supports. Because visually depicting the data can offer new patterns that would be diffcult to recognize
in other forms, anomaly detection offers valuable insights for the user to handle outliers
and peculiar situations. Even though interesting patterns such as anomalies could be generated, VA tools need to provide detailed explanation (K2) to facilitate user’s reasoning
in real time. We distinguish two types of reasoning in the knowledge discovery phase:
hypothesis-based reasoning (K3) is concerned with confrming or refuting the hypotheses
that the user has already formulated, whereas scenario-based reasoning (K4) helps to analyze the “what-if” scenarios. For instance, if a project manager uses the VA supports to test
the hypothesis that “security requirements of the intended software are under-specifed”,
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then hypothesis-based reasoning is performed. If the manager uses the VA supports to
compare the cost-effectiveness of implementing different subsets of requirements as alternatives, then scenario-based reasoning is performed. Finally, the insights, explanations,
and reasonings shall all contribute to making decisions that are actionable (K5), e.g., to
rewrite the outlier requirement so that it conforms to the norm, to refne the specifcation
of security requirements by introducing new measures, and to implement one subset of
requirements among the alternatives so that the project’s time and cost constraints can be
met.
Table 3.2 gives rise to the metric for the GQM used in our assessment. The metric
defnition is qualitative in nature and is in line with how softgoal contributions are characterized in goal-oriented requirements analysis [4], [81]. The metric has four ordered values
which can be reasonably treated as a Likert scale. This choice of values makes the application of our framework not overcomplicated. Meanwhile the responses can be readily
distinguished with intrinsic meanings.
Having instantiated the constructs of Goal Question Metric, we applied our framework to examine the state-of-the-art VA supports for RE. Through the literature review,
we identifed a set of representative papers among which eight were thoroughly evaluated.
Specifcally, two researchers independently rated the degree of support of all the eight approaches by following the GQM paradigm. Their ratings were shared and discussed in a
meeting with the engagement of a third researcher. Over the joint effort, a few different
responses were reconciled and the fnal consensus was achieved.
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Figure 3.2
Starplots of Assessed Visual Requirements Analytics Approaches.
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Figure 3.2 shows the starplot representation of the evaluation of the eight visual requirements analytics approaches. In Figure 3.2, each axis in the starplot denotes an operational
question in Table 3.1. The axis is scaled according to the metric values defned in Table 3.2:
a “++” response reaches the outer rim whereas a “−−” rating stays at the center of the
starplot. While the list of evaluated approaches is by no means exhaustive, it contains work
published by distinct research groups, on various topics, and in different years. Next is a
brief summary of each approach sorted chronologically. For each approach, we also use
our framework proposed in Figure 3.1 to provide a structured summary of “user”, “data”,
“model”, “visualization”, and “knowledge”.

Table 3.2
Metrics of Qualitative Responses to Questions in Table 3.1

Response

Meaning

++

Full support

+

Mainly supported

-

Mainly not supported

--

No support or unable to
determine
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• Feather et al. [32] shared their experiences using the Defect Detection and Prevention
(DDP) approach to supporting risk mitigation in the early phase of project planning.
DDP contains three key constructs (requirements, risks, and mitigations) and adopts
relatively simple visualizations such as bar charts, treemaps, and tabular formats.
The majority of DDP applications have been in the area of technology infusion where
the approach shows the capabilities in scrutinizing a candidate construct’s status,
exploring the solution space, comparing the details of alternatives, and investigating
the technology portfolio [32].
User: Project manager.
Data: Requirements from early phases of project planning in the context of spacecraft technologies and systems.
Model: DDP (Defect Detection and Prevention).
Visualization: bar charts, treemaps, 2-D charts, Kiviat charts, scatter plots.
Knowledge: (i) Requirements inspection might be about 60% to 80% effective at
uncovering ambiguously worded requirements; and (ii) “Sweet spot” characterized
by solutions shows the maximum beneft attainable within the cost upper bound.
• Kwan et al. [61] presented the requirements-centred social network (RCSN) as a
means to communicate and improve awareness within software development teams.
Nodes and edges of the social network are used as the major visualizations in RCSN
to represent various project information related to developers’ activities. A prototype
which can automatically generate the RCSN from a project plan and early requirements documents is part of the authors’ research agenda [61].
User: Team members.
Data: Requirements change information.
Model: RCSN (requirements-centred social network).
Visualization: network graphs.
Knowledge: (i) Requirements team is highly dynamic; and (ii) Recommendations
of the list of contributors should be connected.
• Gandhi and Lee [36] proposed an ontology-based active RE (Onto-ActRE) framework to support requirements-driven risk assessment. Onto-ActRE leverages mathematical concept analysis to formalize the risk-specifc problem domain concepts and
their relationships. Two main visualizations are employed: cohesive bar graph for
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identifying all the potential risks and cohesive arc graph for visualizing the risk impact. The authors have applied Onto-ActRE to process over 500 requirements used
in a security certifcation process [36].
User: Impact analyst & assurance personnel.
Data: Approximately 800 pages of regulatory documents related to the Department
of Defense Information Technology Security Certifcation and Accreditation Process
(DITSCAP).
Model: Onto-ActRE (ontology-based RE).
Visualization: concept lattices, cohesive bar graphs, cohesive arc graphs.
Knowledge: (i) Restoring the meaning of relationships between requirements and
risk components; and (ii) Reducing cognitive overload on the analysts.
• Cleland-Huang and Habrat [17] introduced a tool for evaluating the candidate traceability links in RE. The tool supports link fltering by visualizing link similarity and
term contributions. It also uses hierarchical tree-like visualizations to model the link
context and to cluster tracing results. Applied to the Ice Breaker System with 202 requirements and 75 classes, the tool has shown to be useful for quickly and accurately
determining the traceability information [17].
User: Software developer & requirements engineer.
Data: Ice Breaker System (IBS) artifacts including 7 high-level business goals, 202
requirements, and 75 implementation-level classes.
Model: Requirements clustering.
Visualization: candidate traceability link clustered by features, tag clouds, hierarchical trace views.
Knowledge: (i) Analysis of candidate traceability links is easier as they are meaningfully grouped; and (ii) Identifcation of groups of links is facilitated.
• Mussbacher et al. [78] showed how use case maps (UCMs) could be used to model
crosscutting concerns at the requirements level. An algorithm is presented for matching pointcut expressions against UCMs and for visualizing aspects and the base
model together. The work shows that aspect-oriented UCMs need no new visual
notations and that the aspect-incorporated UCMs can help detect requirements interactions [78].
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User: Requirements engineer.
Data: Scenario-based requirements descriptions.
Model: AoUMC (Aspect-Oriented Use Case Map).
Visualization: use case maps.
Knowledge: Integration of scenario-based aspects and pointcut expressions in use
case maps is feasible.
• Wnuk et al. [118] described Feature Survival Charts to help stakeholders with visualization related to the scope change. Five scope tracking measurements are defned
to enhance the understanding of the rationale of scope changes. The visualization
technique is evaluated in three large industrial projects, which include hundreds of
high-level features related to thousands of system requirements. The visual outputs
have been acknowledged by the case company practitioners to be useful for adjusting
scoping decisions [118].
User: Project manager & requirements engineer.
Data: Product features from proprietary projects and product lines.
Model: Feature Model.
Visualization: feature survival charts.
Knowledge: (i) Effective and focused investigations of reasons behind scoping decisions; and (ii) Valuable for future process improvements.
• Horkoff and Yu [50] developed a visualization tool, called OpenOME, for helping
user to mitigate the diffculties in analyzing requirements goal models. Finding starting points for analysis and understanding trade-offs represent two major challenges
in goal model analysis. OpenOME addresses these by automatically detecting and
highlighting roots, leaves, and potential conficts in a goal model. The results from
fve follow-up studies confrm the usefulness of OpenOME’s visual highlighting feature [50].
User: Project manager & requirements engineer.
Data: Goal models.
Model: i∗ .
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Visualization: strategic rationales, strategic dependencies.
Knowledge: Starting points for analysis and goals within a conficting path are automatically identifed.
• We recently devised the ReCVisu tool to facilitate visual exploration tasks in RE [89].
ReCVisu advances the previous work by layout-based clustering [85] and automatic
labeling [84]. The tool is demonstrated by grouping iTrust’s requirements into 12
clusters. An initial evaluation with 4 IT professionals on using ReCVisu to explore
requirements reuse opportunities receives positive feedback [89].
User: Requirements engineer & business analyst.
Data: Textual use case descriptions from the iTrust dataset.
Model: LinLog Energy Model.
Visualization: requirements clusters.
Knowledge: (i) Requirements structure is uncovered; and (ii) Requirements-level
themes are revealed.
It is worth mentioning here that even though the usefulness of our framework is demonstrated by the wide applicability of evaluating eight approaches, a framework of this nature
may not and indeed may never be complete. As our understanding evolves, new concerns
will likely emerge and current ones will necessarily change. Nevertheless, we believe the
framework, along with its applications, makes a timely contribution to the VA for RE literature.
The starplots shown in Figure 3.2 can be used to analyze the literature from multiple
perspectives. For example, the work by Feather et al. [32] and that by Gandhi and Lee [36]
both deal with risk management in RE. Their starplots appear to be meeting the conceptual
goals complementarily, which makes these approaches potential candidates for tool integration. An interesting perspective is the identifcation of a tool “family”. For instance, the
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starplot of our own ReCVisu [89] tool is very similar to that of Cleland-Huang and Habrat’s
work on visual support in automated tracing [17]. This reveals ReCVisu’s “heritage” and
also depicts how the “child” (ReCVisu) inherits, extends, and deviates from its “parent”.
The most useful analysis, in our opinion, is through the inspection of the starplots to
identify the strengths and weaknesses of existing tools. As shown in Figure 3.2, most
tools do reasonably well in supporting explicit model representation (M1) and automatic
model construction (M2). Also the automation level of data preprocessing (D3) seems
satisfactory. However, visualization (V1-V7) and knowledge (K1-K5) are noticeable and
surprising areas that existing tools fail to cover in a consistent and complete fashion. This
guides our development of enhanced supports in order to fll the gaps and to increase user
satisfaction.
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CHAPTER 4
VISUAL EXPLORATION IN REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING

In this chapter, we report an exploratory case study [123] by collaborating with the
RDC organization on the SWP project within the project’s real-life context. Our goal is to
gain operational insights into how a VA tool can help practitioners perform visual exploration in practice. In visual exploration, the user extracts insights by interacting with visual
depictions of the data, but the exploration itself is less-structured, open-ended, and often
shaped by the visualizations and interactions available [54]. Visual exploration, therefore, can be thought of as moving one step closer along the VA continuum from statically
visualizing requirements information towards dynamically interacting with requirements
visualizations. Making improvements for visual exploration in RE not only extends our
tool development effort [89], but also justifes the earlier analysis results that have revealed
the weaknesses of contemporary VA tools in the visualization and knowledge areas. The
rest of this chapter frst describes the case study design (Section 4.2), then presents the
fndings (Section 4.3), and fnally discusses the threats to validity (Section 4.4).

4.1 Introduction
Motivated by visual supports for risk assessment [36] and requirements tracing [17], we
built the ReCVisu (Requirements Clustering Visualization) tool for aiding the exploratory
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tasks in RE [89]. Our main design rationale was that certain characteristics of the problem
domain might become apparent upon visual exploration of the requirements [18]. ReCVisu
thus employs layout-based clustering [85] to uncover the requirements structure and to
ease the navigation of the requirements space. Integrated with automatic labeling of clusters [84], ReCVisu is also able to identify the semantically prominent themes in the requirements.
We illustrated the key features of ReCVisu [89] via an open-source project - iTrust
(agile.csc.ncsu.edu/iTrust). We further presented the results of this proof-of-concept example to several information technology (IT) professionals working in the healthcare domain. The purpose was to test whether the professionals could extract from the resulting
visualization any reusable requirements for their own applications. The professionals all
felt that the clustering-based visual depiction of the nontrivial set of iTrust’s requirements
was succinct and insightful [89]. Encouraged by these beginnings, we collaborated with a
medium-sized software development organization to investigate the extent to which a VA
tool like ReCVisu could help keep a real-world system’s requirements on track.
Our partner organization is an interdisciplinary R&D (research and development) center that specializes in formulating and implementing software-intensive, big data solutions
for many constituencies and programs. In order to honor the confdentiality agreements, we
will use the pseudonyms “RDC” for the organization and “SWP” for their software project
which we collaborate in. SWP, initiated to serve the State of Mississippi, has its broad goal
to develop, maintain, and expand longitudinal data systems from pre-kindergarten through
the workforce for better decision making that can improve student outcomes.
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The SWP team has elicited and gathered a great deal of requirements data and is
currently faced with an enormous challenge of analyzing and eventually acting on the
data, e.g., deciding to revise, reconcile, implement, or ignore a requirement. For many
industrial-strength projects like SWP, the requirements to be kept on track are:
• voluminous: an example is that one of SWP’s stakeholders, K-12 (kindergarten to
grade 12), listed 113 requirements throughout the focus group meetings;
• heterogenous: SWP is intended to align the data and efforts of universities, community colleges, K-12 schools, and early childhood institutions among others;
• messy: the requirements are documented mostly in unstructured text with stakeholder concerns (e.g., tracking career expectations) scattered, tangled, replicated, or
otherwise diffcult to locate;
• dynamic: not only are requirements (e.g., reporting preferences) in constant change,
but the change impact is hard to determine due to the multifaceted and often implicit
interdependencies among requirements; and
• conficting: competing needs are refected in both functional requirements (e.g., K12 permits parents to query their child’s grades whereas higher learning institutions
disallow that by default) and nonfunctional requirements (e.g., scalability versus responsiveness).
ReCVisu, as introduced in [89], handles mainly the voluminous and messy aspects by
grouping and abstracting similar requirements into a single cluster. While the tool can be
improved along many dimensions, a pressing demand based on applying ReCVisu to SWP
is to draw actionable decisions on top of the requirements visualizations. In other words,
visualizations by themselves are not suffcient for keeping requirements on track. What is
also needed is to make the visualizations truly interactive so that the analyst can directly
manipulate them in real time during the decision making process.
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4.2

Rationale, Objective, and Procedure
The main reason that we adopt case study as the basis for our research design is

that the investigation of a contemporary phenomenon is suitable for addressing the ‘how’
and ‘why’ questions that can otherwise be diffcult to answer through controlled experiments [29].
abc Essentially, the benefts and obstacles of using VA in RE are only likely to be
Preparation by the

Meeting date

RDC participant(s)
evident for theresearch
ongoing
project, under
conditions that cannotAgenda
be replicated in
teamreal-world
& duration
Project manager,
o Present ReCVisu
Software architect,
o Collect feedback
the
applying
VA in
RE cannot
beSWP
separated
from the
Requirements
analyst
o Gather
requirements
o Diagnose and act on extremity
Launch ReCVisu+ and
Sept 21, 2012
Requirements analyst
o Elicit RE tasks
improve “overview”
& 2.5 hours
organizational
context
and
the
effects
may
take
weeks
or
months
to appear.
Implement “anomaly”
Nov 30, 2012 Project manager,
o Detect and handle outliers
handling
& 1.5 hours
Requirements analyst
o Elicit RE tasks further
Implement “heterogeneity” Jan 14, 2013
Requirements analyst,
o Track multiple artifacts
utilization
& 0.5 hour
Software tester
o Refine ReCVisu+ design
Demonstrate ReCVisu on
iTrust In particular,
laboratory.

Aug 8, 2012
1 hour of
the&study

Table 4.1

Joint Application Development for the ReCVisu+ Tool
Preparation by the
research team
Demo ReCVisu
on iTrust

Meeting date
& duration

SWP participant(s)*

Aug 8, 2012
& 1 hour

PM, SA,
RA

Main Activities
● Present ReCVisu
● Collect feedback
● Gather SWP requirements
● Detect & act on extremity
● Elicit RE tasks
● Diagnose & handle outliers
● Elicit RE tasks further
● Relate multiple artifacts
● Refine ReCVisu+ design

Launch ReCVisu+ & Sept 21, 2012
RA
improve “overview”
& 2.5 hours
Implement “anom
Nov 30, 2012
PM, RA
-aly” handling
& 1.5 hours
Implement “heteroge Jan 14, 2013
SA, RA
-neity” utilization
& 0.5 hour
* PM: Project Manager, SA: Software Architect, RA: Requirements Analyst

Participatory design; observational study

We therefore designed an exploratory case study in collaborating with RDC’s SWP
team. According to Yin [123], an exploratory case study is appropriate for preliminary inquiries in which it is not yet clear which phenomena are important, or how to measure these
phenomena. In our case, we were particularly interested in understanding the practical imdef

pacts of VA on the visual exploration tasks in RE. The current literature, unfortunately,
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provides little insight into what RE tasks are best supported with visualization and how
a visual approach is best deployed [18]. For these reasons, it would be premature to try
to measure the cost/beneft trade-off and the statistical signifcance of certain variables.
For our exploratory study, we set out to answer the following questions: i) what RE tasks
are in need of VA support; ii) how VA supports these tasks; and iii) what benefts can be
expected.
To achieve the research objective, we decide to make the ReCVisu tool [89] more
interactive by implementing the visualization features, such as inter-view navigation (V2)
and annotation (V7), which are currently less supported. We name the enhanced tool
“ReCVisu+” to advocate that the tool should strive for producing end-to-end, from-datato-decision values to its users. The development of ReCVisu+ has been tightly coupled
with the SWP project. Table 4.1 provides the basic information about the development
efforts of ReCVisu+.
Over the past few months, we held 4 meetings in RDC’s workplace. Each meeting
engaged one or more SWP project members; the requirements analyst participated in all
the meetings. We regarded these collaborative efforts as being similar to joint application
development (JAD) [120] workshops where “knowledge workers and IT specialists meet
to defne and review the requirements for the system” [41]. In our study, reviewing and
analyzing the requirements for SWP simultaneously helped defne and clarify the requirements for ReCVisu+. This allowed us to implement the most desired features between the
meetings and to assess how ReCVisu+ supported the RE tasks in short cycles. In a joint
effort like this, the practitioners helped the researchers to access the project data and to
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share their domain expertise, whereas the researchers communicated with the practitioners
the answers to the research questions and how the fndings might improve the state-of-thepractice in their software project.

Table 4.2
Results of ReCVisu+’s Supports for Visual Exploration
Visual exploration tasks in RE

Support provided by ReCVisu+

Overview
Summarize a large
requirements space
Identify regions of interest



Anomaly
Locate peculiar requirements
Deal with the deviations



Heterogeneity
Relate requirements to other
artifacts
Compare multi-stakeholder
concerns







Sample actionable decision

Present flexible labels for each
visual cluster
Show a cohesiveness bar to
suggest interesting regions

The user decides to split the less cohesive
cluster in the visual overview (cf. Fig.
4.1) and further decides to elicit more
requirements for SPED (cf. Fig.4.2)

Annotate an outlier as a bridge
between clusters
Adopt an outlier as an orphan to a
cluster

The user decides to mark the “Transfer
students” as a bridge (cf. Fig. 4.3 ) and
further informs the developers to
implement “Transfer student” interfaces
to both “Community College” and
“Unviersity” classes

Use an artifact’s tags to link
requirements in different clusters

By comparing a design mockup’s tags,
the users uncovers a hidden link and
decides to support Community College’s
career counseling with Workforce’s job
market trend report (cf. Fig. 4.4)

The data in our study were collected mainly through observations and interviews during
the 4 meetings (cf. Table 4.1). The interviews were conducted with SWP project members
within each meeting in an open-ended manner. Specifcally, during the tool demonstrations, we would frequently collect the SWP team members’ opinions about the clarity,
comprehensibility, and relevance of the features being shown. Because the raw data came
from SWP’s requirements collection, the practitioners could immediately relate the visualizations to the issues that they encountered in the project. After the tool demo was
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complete, we structured another interview session aimed to collect the practitioners’ feedbacks on the usability aspects of our tool supports as well as the strengths and weaknesses
that they might have observed. For each meeting, this feedback-oriented interview lasted
for about 15 to 30 minutes.
In addition to observations and interviews, e-mails were occasionally exchanged with
the SWP requirements analyst for clarifying the issues and concerns. We took extensive
notes and transcribed all the interviews. All of the data that were not already text were
transformed into text for analysis. For example, interviews and handwritten feld notes
were transcribed into text. We then collectively applied qualitative data analysis [92] to
code and categorize the data. For coding, we segmented and allocated units of meaning to
the data collected. For categorizing, we interpreted and assigned these units for answering
our research questions. These qualitative data analysis techniques allowed us to make sense
of the data and to identify categories that were interconnected with other categories.

4.3

Findings
Table 4.2 summarizes the results of ReCVisu+’s supports for visual exploration in RE.

We focus the result discussion more on how VA best shows its value in establishing the path
from data to decision, and highlight only the necessary technical aspects of ReCVisu+. As
noted by Shneiderman [101] in characterizing information visualization interactions, the
SWP project members invariably confrm that an instant visual overview of the requirements space is crucial for determining the starting points (regions of interest) of analyses.
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Figure 4.1 shows the overview of SWP’s requirements, each of which is depicted as a green
node (clustered) or a grey node (unclustered).
In our study, the SWP analyst specifes the desired number of clusters to be 5 as SWP
services 5 major agencies: early childhood, K-12, community college, university, and
workforce. This is an example of integrating human’s background knowledge into the VA
process. ReCVisu+ then exploits layout-based clustering [85] to automatically position
the nodes in the two-dimensional space; here the similarity between nodes is determined
by the requirements’ descriptions [89]. For each cluster, ReCVisu+ displays its labels [84]
and signals its cohesiveness via a percentage bar. Currently, cohesiveness is computed as
the average pairwise similarities of a given cluster’s items. The percentage bar is shown in
red if a cluster’s cohesiveness is below a user-adjustable threshold (e.g., 50%). As shown
in Figure 4.1, such a visual cue triggers the SWP analyst’s action on the low-quality cluster.
The analyst decides to split the less cohesive yet large cluster into 3 sub-clusters: K-12,
CTE (Career Technical Education), and SPED (Special Education). Once again, human
knowledge is integral to this decision. Meanwhile, automatic analysis offers valuable help:
the automatically generated labels “career” and “special” shown in Figure 4.1 confrm the
analyst’s considerations of “CTE” and “SPED” respectively. Figure 4.2 shows the split
results. Noticeably, one sub-cluster (SPED) is fagged with the red percentage bar. This
time, the analyst’s decision is to elicit further requirements for SPED and to investigate the
outliers close to the cluster boundary.
Acting on the outliers is essential to anomaly handling, which is identifed as an important RE task in need of VA support (cf. Table 4.2). ReCVisu+ allows the analyst to either
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Figure 4.1
Visual Overview Leading the Action of Splitting.
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Figure 4.2
Split Sub-Clusters Leading the Action of Further Requirements elicitation.
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Figure 4.3
Anomaly Handling in ReCVisu+.

Figure 4.4
Using a Design Mockup to Link Requirements in Different Clusters.
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annotate an outlier as a bridge connecting two clusters, or to adopt it as an orphan to a
cluster. The latter option is inspired by Tzerpos and Holt’s work on clustering-based architecture recovery [111]. Figure 4.3 illustrates the anomaly handling features implemented
in ReCVisu+. “Transfer students” is recognized as an interface to both “Community College” and “University”. This leads to an important implementation decision for SWP, as
shown in Table 4.2. Note that the cluster labels in Figure 4.3 are manually adjusted by the
SWP analyst; similar adjustments are made to the “K-12” and “CTE” clusters in Figure
4.2. Figure 4.3 also shows that after an outlier is annotated as a bridge, its color turns from
grey to green. This provides an instant feedback to the analyst’s action and can also be
used to monitor the progress of anomaly handling.
While it is valuable to overview the requirements in groupings and investigate the outliers that are not easily classifed, the SWP team is interested in discovering hidden links.
The requirements visualization, though generated by a scalable data mining technique
(namely clustering), does exhibit a “static” view imposed by the underlying computation.
An example of ReCVisu+ is the use of textual similarity to calculate requirements’ distance, which neglects other relations. This seemingly drawback, as shown in Table 4.2,
uncovers an opportunity for VA to leverage heterogeneity to extend the knowledge discovery.
In our case study, the SWP software architect shares with us a set of user interface
(UI) mockups that are designed at the same time the requirements are analyzed. In order
to make use of these heterogeneous artifacts, we semantically tag the UI mockups with
help from the SWP architect. The tags are then used as queries to search against the SWP
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requirements for plausible interconnections. This can be seen as an instance of the software
traceability problem [16]. We therefore integrate ReCVisu+ with our latest semanticallyenhanced information retrieval method [66].
Figure 4.4 illustrates how heterogeneous artifacts are related to discover implicit but
potentially useful information. The UI mockup, together with its tags (“market trends”,
“career choice”, “career guidance”), is loaded in ReCVisu+. Through automated information retrieval and human-centered analysis, two requirements from different clusters are
found to be connected. On one end, a requirement inside the “Workforce” cluster specifes
the SWP:
“to provide annual historical trends of the job market in various STEM felds
and to allow the statistics to be viewed across and by different years and demographics.”

On the other end, a “Community College” requirement demands SWP:
“to provide information for the college advisors, counsellors, and recruiters
to better guide the students to choose a major and a career program.”

The identifcation of hidden links like this receives positive feedback from the SWP
team. In our opinion, such a utilization of heterogeneity provides support for VA’s vision
of “turning the information overload into an opportunity” [109]. In the above scenario,
the identifed traceability links offer a promising opportunity to make SWP successful, and
more importantly, to meet the stakeholder (Community College) needs and goals.
In summary, our collaborations with the SWP practitioners on visual exploration tasks
in RE have resulted in the fndings that VA could support the user in overviewing the
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requirements space, detecting anomalies, and connecting heterogeneous artifacts and concerns. The JAD meetings also helped us to realize that visual exploration is highly infuenced by the VA supports available to the practitioners. Due to the open-ended nature of
visual exploration, VA supports are unlikely to be complete in terms of covering all possible paths of user’s exploration. The recurring question that we received over the JAD
meetings is the extent to which a VA tool like ReCVisu+ could support more structured
RE tasks where a relatively well-defned workfow is followed. We next discuss the threats
to validity related to the work presented in this section.

4.4

Threats to Validity
Construct validity concerns establishing correct operational measures for the concepts

being studied [123]. The main constructs in our case study are ‘VA supports’ and ‘visual exploration in RE’. As for the frst construct, the VA supports are embedded in the
ReCVisu+ tool, which is developed with the intention of enhancing the state-of-the-art in
visual requirements analytics. A practical concern stems from our experience of building
VA tool support for RE [89]. As shown in Figure 3.2, different VA tools have different
strengths and weaknesses. How other tools may support RE remains an open question. As
for the second construct, our interpretation of ‘visual exploration in RE’ is anchored in the
actionable decisions made during the VA process. Thus we do not feel this practitioneroriented view poses a serious limitation.
Regarding internal validity [123], an important question is whether the benefts observed (e.g., actionable decisions) really are due to the VA supports. A likely confounding
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variable is that the software team has come up with similar decisions by using other requirements management tools. For SWP’s requirements analysis, the only automated tool
support is the use of a relational database management system (RDBMS) to record, update,
and query the requirements. Therefore the insights produced by the VA tool (e.g., the visual overview in Figure 4.1) are not only fresh but also diffcult to obtain through database
queries.
A major limitation with our study design is that the researchers are also the ReCVisu+
tool builders. This compounds the problem of experimenter bias, because the researchers
may manipulate the study to obtain the expected outcome. We mitigate such a threat in
two ways. First, by using an exploratory case study, rather than an explanatory or causal
study, we are able to concentrate more on reporting our experience than on trying to prove
our hypotheses. Second, the pre-defned data analysis methods (coding and categorizing)
are applied jointly rather than by a single researcher. Neither of these steps removes the
threat of experimenter bias entirely; only replication with neutral participants can address
this issue.
The results of our study may not generalize beyond RDC’s organizational conditions
and the SWP project’s situational characteristics, a threat to external validity [123]. It is
also important to point out that the fndings, especially those related to actionable decisions,
are rather preliminary than defnitive. While the practitioners confrmed the relevance
and validity of the fndings, adopting the ReCVisu+ tool in their day-to-day engineering
activities is still a long-term goal. Nevertheless, our investigation of the contemporary
project within its real-life context, together with the validation carried out in a real industry
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setting, provides a frm footing for applying VA in RE. Finally, in term of reliability [123],
we expect that replications of our study should offer results similar to ours. Of course, the
requirements under study may differ, but the underlying trends should remain unchanged.
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CHAPTER 5
VISUAL EXPLOITATION IN REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING

5.1 Introduction
In order to compare the tool enhancements that we have made so far, we apply the proposed visual requirements analytics framework to assess both ReCVisu and ReCVisu+.
The results are shown in Figure 5.1. In addition to the improvements over certain visualization features (e.g., V2 and V7), the knowledge area (e.g., K1, K2, and K5) are also
better supported. The comparison motivates us to further enhance our tool supports, and
more importantly, to answer the research question: “to what extent can ReCVisu+ support
well-structured RE tasks?” We refer these tasks as visual exploitation tasks. Compared
with visual exploration tasks, the exploitation ones are less open-ended and typically follow a relatively well-defned process. In another word, the user is no longer interested in
exploring all possible paths, but instead is interested in how VA can be exploited to support
decision making according to a well-defned agenda.
To answer the research questions, we choose requirements-driven risk assessment as a
representative case [123] based on our continuous collaboration with the RDC organization
on its SWP project. Figure 5.2 shows an overview of the risk assessment process. The data
and model defne the input of the process. In our case, we followed the defect detection
and prevention (DDP) model [32] to gauge the input data. As shown in Figure 5.2, DDP
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involves three underlying constructs: assets represent requirements-level information items
that are valuable to the organization, risks represent situations that threaten the proper
protection of the assets, and mitigations represent the actions that can be taken to reduce
the severity and seriousness of the risks.

ReCVisu’s visual exploration
supports [89]

ReCVisu+’s visual exploration
supports

Figure 5.1
Using Proposed Framework to Assess Visual Exploration Supports.

Two kinds of decisions need to be made in the risk assessment process. The frst one
deals with determining which subset of assets, risks, and mitigations should be considered
in the current assessment cycle. In particular, the “in-scope?” decision point shown in
Figure 5.2 will result in a descoped list which requires the user to revisit in future risk
assessments [32]. The second kind of decision deals with selecting a subset of the inscope mitigations to implement so that the requirements-level risks are addressed in a costeffective way [32]. The tradeoff here can be explained by describing the extremes. On
one end of the spectrum, selecting all the legitimate mitigations can achieve very high
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effectiveness in terms of ameliorating the risks but the cost is also very high. On the other
end of the spectrum, selecting only one mitigation may be inexpensive but can accomplish
very little amelioration effect. Thus fnding a balance point is what “mitigation selecting”
in Figure 5.2 is all about.

Figure 5.2
Overview of Requirements-Driven Risk Assessment.

5.2

Results
Figure 5.3 shows the results of ReCVisu+’s visual exploitation supports for requirements-

driven risk assessment. The tool enhancements are three-fold: 1) “semantic analysis” facilitates the identifcation of the underlying DDP constructs, 2) “exploratory reasoning”
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Figure 5.3
ReCVisu+’s Supports for Visual Exploitation in Risk Assessment.
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supports the scenario-based what-if analysis in an iterative and incremental fashion, and
3)

“multivariate comparison” guides the evaluation of strengths and weaknesses among

different alternatives so that the mitigation selection can be completed. Figure 5.3 situates the above three ReCVisu+ supports within the overall risk assessment process. For
the “mitigation selecting” step, a statechart-like representation is used to show the subactivities (“exploratory reasoning” and “multivariate comparison”) and the sequence of
carrying them out ( 1 , 2 , and 3 in the fgure). Figure 5.3 also displays the actionable
decisions made along the risk assessment process, which are given in dotted round boxes.
We next describe in detail ReCVisu+’s visual exploitation supports: semantic analysis,
exploratory reasoning, and multivariate comparison.

5.2.1

Semantic Analysis

As a frst-step support, we implement semantic analysis in ReCVisu+ to help tease out
the requirements assets that are crucial to the SWP stakeholders. Figure 5.4 shows that
the user specifes the keywords in order to search for relevant requirements. As mentioned
earlier, ReCVisu+ employs a semantic relatedness information retrieval method [66] to
match user-specifed keywords with the requirements descriptions. The requirements that
meet the threshold (e.g., top 70% of the retrieved items [65]) are highlighted using a color
(gold) different from the clustered (green) and unclustered (grey) nodes.
In Figure 5.4, a majority of matched requirements are located in the upper-right region
of the K-12 cluster. Therefore, the user decides to split the cluster — the same operation
that transitions from Figure 5.4 to Figure 5.5. This time, the desired number of sub-clusters
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Figure 5.4
Semantic Analysis that Helps to Identify Requirements Assets.

Figure 5.5
Splitting a Cluster to Generate more Semantic Labels Automatically.
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is set to two with the intention of identifying more assets from the upper-right sub-cluster.
The split result is shown in Figure 5.5. The labels of the upper-right cluster, which are
generated automatically by ReCVisu+, confrm the user-specifed keywords (e.g., “registr” for “registration”). In addition, the labels reveal more related assets, e.g., “train” for
“training”. With the above semantic analysis supports, the requirements engineer of SWP
identifes the requirements assets for the stakeholders. Following the guidelines of the
DDP (Defect Detection and Prevention) model [32], risks that threaten the fulfllment of
the requirements, together with the mitigations that ameliorate the risks, are also identifed. These constructs are listed in Table 5.1. Note that ReCVisu+ currently lacks support
for identifying risks and mitigations, therefore these constructs in Table 5.1 are elicited
manually by SWP team members and the researchers.
The complete set of constructs, as shown in Table 5.1, is quite large. Before performing detailed mitigation selections, it is important to make a descoping decision [32].
Descoping, in this context, is an important action to determine the concerns that could
be addressed at a later phase of the project. The descoping results are shown in Figure
5.6. Again, the current implementation of ReCVisu+ lacks direct support for descoping;
however, indirect supports are available. Specifcally, the many-to-many dependencies are
taken into consideration in order to avoid incorrect constructs from being descoped. For
example, R20 (“lack of experience”) threatens both A24 (“hiring graduate students”) and
A27 (“technical interview”). Even though A27 is descoped in Figure 5.6, R20 cannot be
descoped as A24 is still under consideration in the current risk assessment. Similarly, the
mitigation, M15 (“gain hands on experience with an internship or co-op while studying”),
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Table 5.1
Requirements Assets, Risks, and Mitigations
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R23
A27

Example: Here the risk R20 is associated with the two assets A24 and A27. As we see in the below
diagram we already eliminated the asset A27. But can’t descope the risk R20, because it is also
potentially addresses both R20 and R23 (“no matching skills with the job requirement”).
associated with the asset A24. In the similar manner, for the risks R20 and R23 the mitigation is M15.
Since
we are
risk R20
mentioned
earlier,
we can’t
Therefore,
the descoping
descopingthe
of R23
doesasnot
lead to the
descoping
of descope
M15. the related mitigation M15.

Assets
A1, A2, A4, A5, A8, A9, A11, A14, A15, A18, A21,
A23, A27, A29
Risks

Mitigations

R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R8, R9,
R13, R16, R18, R23, R25,
R26, R30

M2, M3, M6, M7,
M8, M11, M12,
M14, M22

Figure 5.6
Results from the Descoping Decision.

5.2.2

Exploratory Reasoning

For the remaining (in-scope) constructs, ReCVisu+ frst adopts DDP’s bar charts [32]
to provide the exploratory reasoning capabilities. In particular, the bar charts are generated interactively to answer the question: “Which remaining risk is the most risky?” [32].
Figure 5.7 uses DDP’s mechanisms to plot the risk exposures, which are calculated by
multiplying the probability of risk with the loss of risk [32]. The resulting risk exposures are shown in logarithmic scale so that the disparities can be shown in a pronounced
way. For example, if the risk exposure equals to 2, then the bar chart scales to 100 since
log10 100 = 2. As can be seen in Figure 5.7, R20 has the highest risk exposure value than
the rest of the in-scope risks. ReCVisu+ recommends the top-5 mitigations (i.e., M15,
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M17, M5, M20, and M14) based on the effectiveness of alleviating R20. The user could
select one or more recommended mitigations to perform exploratory reasoning, i.e., to
explore “what-if” scenarios of applying different mitigation strategies.

Fig: Before applying mitigation

Figure 5.7

Description:
The above figure explains
the exploratory reasoning
process.inThe
remaining risks after the descoping
Exploratory
Reasoning
ReCVisu+.
process are plotted with a bar chart as shown in the above figure. Each risk has its own ‘Risk exposure”
value. For example, the risk ‘R20’ has the highest risk exposure value than the remaining risks. ReCVisu+
suggests some mitigations (e.g., M15, M17, M5, M20 and M14) to alleviate the risk R20. User selects the
mitigation ‘M15’ and performs the exploratory reasoning.

It is important to point out that the bar charts are different from the original requirements clustering design model of ReCVisu+. On one hand, it is not expected that one
model (e.g., clustering) is suited for all the RE tasks. On the other hand, having an extensible and customizable model (M3 in Table 3.1) is desirable for incorporating various
visualizations to tackle the task at hand. In Figure 5.7, the user selects and applies M15.
This results in an updated bar chart, as shown in Figure 5.8. In Figure 5.8, the previous
high-value risks (e.g., R20, R31, and R15) are alleviated and the overall exposure value
of all risks is reduced. Some risks (e.g., R19 and R7) emerge as highly risky ones. Ac-
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Fig: After applying mitigation

Figure 5.8

After the mitigation ‘M15’ has been applied, a new bar chart will be displayed as shown in the above
figure. Here one important observation is that the risks that are having high risk exposure are now being
Applying
the Selected
Mitigation
alleviated
with the applied
mitigation M15.
Now the toolUpdates
automaticallythe
sortsRisk
the risksBar
basedChart.
on the risk
exposure value and suggests the related mitigations (e.g., M4, M18, M10 and M12). User can select
multiple mitigations at a time to perform exploratory reasoning. In the above figure user has selected
M15, M4 and M18 mitigations.

Description:

Figure 5.9

After the mitigations M15, M4 and M18 has been applied to the top risks (e.g., R19, R7, R29 etc.) the risk
exposure value decreases and the new risks having high risk exposure will be displayed. In order to
Limit
of analysis)
Exploratory
Reasoning.
perform exploratory reasoning
(what‐if
use can select
multiple mitigations. As mentioned user
selected all the five suggested mitigations.
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cordingly, the top-5 mitigation recommendations are refreshed and reordered. Note that
the already applied M15 is kept being selected in Figure 5.8.
Following a similar fashion, the user can select one or multiple mitigations to perform
“what-if” reasoning and analysis. If the user wants to fnd out the mitigations other than
ReCVisu+’s recommendations, she could click the “More >>” button to customize the selection. Our experience shows that, after several iterations, exploratory reasoning reaches
its limit. As shown in Figure 5.9, after fve mitigations (M15, M4, M18, M22, and M19)
are applied, the majority of risks’ exposure values are signifcantly reduced compared to
those in the beginning of the exploratory reasoning phase (cf. Figure 5.7). However, choosing one or more mitigations to apply will not effectively address the risks as a whole. What
happens is that only one or two risks’ exposure values will be lowered, but at the same
time, the others’ values will not be affected. In another word, only the positions of risks
are changed but the overall bar heights and shapes remain largely unchanged. This suggests an inherent tradeoff among the risks and their mitigations. Under circumstances like
this, a new visual analytics method is needed.

5.2.3

Multivariate Comparison

The last key component of ReCVisu+’s supports for risk assessment, as shown in Figure 5.3 is multivariate comparison. Such a support effectively overcomes the limitation of
exploratory reasoning discussed earlier. Once again, ReCVisu+ adapts DDP’s [32] Kiviat
charts for this purpose. Figure 5.10 shows the multivariate comparison results. Interestingly, the Kiviat chart resembles the starplot (cf. Figure 3.2) to some extent. The main
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Description:

Figure 5.10

The above figure explains the process of multivariate comparison. Here the user has selected all the
remaining mitigations to perform multivariate comparison.

Multivariate Comparison of the Selected Mitigations.

Description:

Figure 5.11

In the above figure user has selected only two mitigations i.e., M1 and M17 for the multivariate
comparison.
In the spider chart
we can see the
of selected mitigations
on the Risks. Solutions.
Finalizing
Mitigation
Selection
byeffect
Choosing
Complementary
M1 is more effective for the risks R11, R2 ,R6 and R29.
M17 is more effective for the risks R28, R20, R21, R22, R24 and R7.
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differences are that: 1) each spoke of the Kiviat chart is a risk, 2) the mitigations are compared together in one Kiviat chart rather than separately in different starplots, and 3) the
rating on each spoke represents the mitigation’s effectiveness on the risk: the more effective a mitigation, the more area it covers in the Kiviat chart.
The multivariate comparison shown in Figure 5.10 provides a direct view of the selected mitigations. To scrutinize the fnal selection, ReCVisu+ suggests the mitigations
that cover complementary subareas of the Kiviat chart. Figure 5.11 shows the suggestions
of M1 and M17. As a result, the risk assessment is completed by: (i) identifying requirements assets, risks that may prevent the requirements from being fulflled, and mitigations
that could ameliorate the risks; (ii) descoping the concerns that could be addressed in a
later project phase; and (iii) selecting a mitigation strategy (i.e., a subset of all possible
mitigations) that best alleviates the in-scope risks.

5.3

Lessons Learned
The study on risk assessment extends our work presented in Chapter 4. Our main goal

is to enhance ReCVisu+’s analytical capabilities while meeting the RE needs of SWP’s
project. We selected risk assessment as a representative case of visual exploitation tasks in
RE. Figure 5.12 uses the proposed visual requirements analytics framework to assess the
tool enhancements described in this section. For a more complete comparison, the starplot
of ReCVisu [89] is also provided. The main improvements, as shown in Figure 5.12, are
centered around the knowledge area. Now, all the knowledge aspects (K1-K5) receive a
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positive support, which in our opinion, represents an important contribution to the feld of
visual requirements analytics.

ReCVisu visual exploration
supports [89]

ReCVisu+’s visual exploration
supports

ReCVisu+’s combined visual exploration and
exploitation supports [90]

Figure 5.12
Assessing Visual Exploration and Exploitation Supports.

The supports are not without shortcomings. To reach the “full support” (cf. Table 3.2)
level, certain drawbacks need to be resolved. A major limitation of the current risk assessment is the manual identifcation of such constructs as assets, risks, and mitigations.
A couple of researchers spent much time analyzing the SWP project documents (e.g., requirements elicitation meeting minutes, software requirements specifcation, etc.) in order
to uncover the necessary concerns. Although the generated constructs are validated by
SWP personnel, automated supports would improve the labor-intensive and the error-prone
manual process. The current keyword-based semantic analysis, though helpful to some degree, is “shallow” at best. “Deep” semantic analysis supports could exploit project-specifc
thesaurus [45] to uncover domain-aware lexical and conceptual affnities [82]. Referring to
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the VA for RE framework presented in Figure 3.1, the step of data preprocessing is indeed
desirable if fully automated.
Another limitation relates to the underlying model built in ReCVisu+, namely the
transformation from data to visualization based on requirements clusters. According to the
main results of the case study (cf. Table 4.2), clustering fts the “overview” and “anomaly”
handling well. Utilizing “heterogeneity” requires cross-artifact relationships to be established, which overcomes the “static” groupings produced by a fxed clustering setting.
However, when it comes to visual exploitation in the context of risk assessment, we fnd
that other visualizations and thus models are needed. The bar charts and Kiviat charts
are adapted from the seminal work by Feather et al. [32]; meanwhile, we try to integrate
these visualizations into ReCVisu+’s implementations in a seamlessly fashion, especially
from the visualization interaction perspective. Besides clusters or any default requirements constructs, considering additional elements, such as risks and mitigations, poses
great challenges to the extensibility and adaptability of the visual requirements analytics
approaches.
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CHAPTER 6
QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF VISUAL ANALYTICS IN REQUIREMENTS
ENGINEERING

6.1

Introduction
In Chapters 4 and 5, we have described our qualitative studies for testing VA support.

In this Chapter, we describe our quantitative assessment of VA support.
In recent years, we have seen a rise in the number of visual analytics techniques developed to assist requirements engineering [57]. Although many new visual analytics systems
are being developed, we still do not well understand how to evaluate and assess the performance [55] [64]. Evaluating interactive visualization tools is challenging in general,
but requirements engineering tasks add even more complexity [88] [93] [49]. Moving
beyond the information visualization(IV) goals such as identifying themes, outliers, etc.,
visual requirements analytics assist in decision making, derive hypotheses, and seek to
gain insights from the requirements data. The ultimate goal of visual requirements analytics is to develop insights from the requirements which is a challenging task to understand
and measure [97]. Visual requirements analytics is a relatively new research feld that integrates the interactive visualization and exploration of requirements with computational
data analyses [118].
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Our goal here is to investigate to what extent the VA support improves the performance
of human analysts during requirements engineering tasks. The research question under
investigation is:
How does a visualization with interactive interfaces affect the performance of requirements engineers in the decision making process?

6.2

Related work
Wnuk et al. [118] presented an industrial case study in a large-scale setting. The

technique called Feature Survival Charts (FSC) for visualization of scoping change dynamics has been implemented. Feature Survival Charts help stakeholders visualize scope
changes. FSC technique is evaluated in three projects and demonstrated that the charts
can effectively focus investigations of reasons behind scoping decisions. The charts have
also proved to be useful in discovering instabilities in the scoping process. A set of scoping measurements is also proposed, analyzed theoretically and evaluated empirically using
data from three large industrial projects that contain hundreds of high-level features associated with thousands of system requirements. The conclusions by the case company
practitioners are positive, and the solution is integrated with their current requirements
engineering measurement process [118].
Most of the existing visualization tools focus on graphical representations. They may
not provide analytical capabilities that serve users to make decisions on knowledge discovery tasks. To ameliorate this problem, Yang et al. [121] [122] introduced a novel framework for analysis-guided visual exploration of multivariate data, called Nugget Manage68

ment System (NMS). It leverages the collaborative effort of human intuition and machine
computational capabilities to extract, combine, refne and visualize the valuable information (nuggets) hidden in large datasets. NMS also provides functionality to support users
sense-making processes based on the nugget space. In order to show the effectiveness of
NMS, some preliminary user studies are performed to compare user effciency and accuracy when solving tasks with and without the help of NMS. They also have analyzed the
stability of the NMS with the help of user studies [121] [122].
Horkoff and Yu [50] developed a visualization tool, called OpenOME, to mitigate users
diffculty in analyzing requirements goal models. Finding starting points and understanding trade-offs represent two major challenges, which OpeOME addresses by detecting and
highlighting roots, leaves, and conficts in a goal model. The visualization methods were
tested with users in 5 follow-up studies. The results from 5 studies confrm the usefulness
of OpenOME’s visual highlighting feature. The main focus on their study is to address the
two challenges: 1) Starting points for analysis; 2) Understanding conficts [50].
Cornelissen et al. [20] [19] reported a controlled experiment to quantitatively measure
the added value of trace visualization for program comprehension. They developed a tool
called EXTRAVIS, for the visualization of lage traces. In order to understand representative subject system, they designed eight typical tasks and measured how a control group
(using the Eclipse IDE) and an experiment group (using both Eclipse and EXTRAVIS)
performed in terms of time spent and correctness. The reported results are statistically signifcant and achieved a 22% decrease in time spent, and a 43% increase in the correctness
for the group using their trace visualization [19].
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6.3

Methodology
We conducted a controlled experiment in which participants were asked to perform

several requirements engineering tasks with and without VA tool support. The research
investigates the effort and quality differences of participants and assess whether VA tool
support signifcantly impacts participants’ performances [64].

6.3.1

Procedure

The participants were not allowed to communicate among themselves about the user
study at any time (i.e., before, during and after the study). It allows participants to fnish
the tasks based only on their own investigation and the assistance from the VA tool. A
training session was conducted to have the basic idea of how the VA tool works and made
participants familiar with the interfaces of the tool. All the participants were asked and
encouraged to solve their respective tasks as quickly and correctly as possible. All the
participants were asked to solve the tasks according to the task sheet instructions in a predetermined manner. All the user sessions were audio and video recorded. A facilitator
was presented in each session to make observation notes. Data from all the sessions were
anonymized and analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively.
We designed the experiment to compare the Baseline approach (no VA support) with
VA tool support. Our experiment design is shown in Figure 6.1. The main concern here is
that the order of the tasks and the treatment applied. The order the treatments were applied
is important to control the learning effects. All the tasks are performed under ReCVisu+
and under Baseline. Every treatment was applied to every order. We used a randomized
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crossed block design to create the experimental design [49]. The four experimental units
are used to compare the VA tool (ReCVisu+) with the Baseline as shown in Figure 6.1.
Subjects were randomly assigned to experimental units. The drawback here is that taskorder is not balanced and not every possible task combination was applied. The subjects
were asked to fll out an exit survey after completing the experiment.

6.3.2

Participants

The participants comprised of 26 students of computer science and engineering, studying at Mississippi State University. We require all subjects to have at least basic experience
of requirements engineering in general. We told participants that they would be taking on
the role of a requirements engineer/analyst.

Unit
I
II
III
IV

Order of
ReCVisu+
1
1
2
2

Task under
ReCVisu+
D
B
A
C
Figure 6.1

Experimental Units.
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Task under
Baseline
A
C
B
D

6.3.3

Dataset

We used iTrust (http://agile.csc.ncsu.edu/iTrust) as our experimental dataset [70]. iTrust
is a web-based medical application that provides patients and other medical stakeholders
with a means to keep up their medical records as well as to communicate between each
other. iTrust is a well structured and documented system, in accordance to design notes and
HIPPA regulations. iTrust is implemented in JAVA and was developed by Laurie Williams
and her students at North Carolina State University for several years. The current version
of iTrust (v23) consists of 54 use cases [51].

office visits

survey

patient Information

insurance Information

family medical history

Figure 6.2
Task C Design Mockup.

6.3.4

Tasks

• Task A: The current use case model consists of multiple stakeholders, associated with
non-uniformly distributed use cases. In order to move from requirements analysis to
software design, please describe your decomposition (e.g., how many modules) of
the system and explain the major design rationales.
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• Task B: From the current use case model, UC 34 has the most number of links to
iTrusts stakeholders. However, during implementation, each requirement should be
mapped to one source code fle and be positioned in one module (e.g., a Java Package
or Folder). What would be your design mechanism(s) in implementing UC34?
• Task C: A major task in requirements engineering is to have the end users validate their requirements to ensure that the requirements are completely and correctly
specifed. For example, as shown in the Figure 6.2, the iTrust project team uses the
design mockup to perform such a requirements validation task. Can you fnd all the
requirements that you think this mockup tries to implement?
• Task D: Requirements management is an important activity in the software development process. An example of such a situation is when one requirement can only be
implemented after another requirement is implemented, because the second requirement describes functionality that is crucial to the functionality described in the frst
requirement. For example, login is a prerequisite of selecting course in myCourses.
For the following requirement
UC22: Schedule an Appointment
Please identify all the requirements that you think are prerequisites of UC22.

6.3.5

Independent Variables

Our primary focus was to assess whether VA support can have a signifcant impact
on the performance of a requirements engineer if introduced to a unfamiliar system of
requirements. Here our two independent variable levels are: Baseline (no VA support) and
ReCVisu+ (with VA support).

6.3.6

Dependent Variables

This study had one dependent variable, the performance of participants working on a
requirements engineering task. The performance variable has been operationalized by two
measures: time and correctness.
The time to solve a task was measured in seconds. We decided to measure correctness
as a factor with three levels: low, medium and high. All of the achieved solutions were
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Figure 6.3
User Adjusting the Number of Desired Clusters as Five to solve Task A
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Figure 6.4
User Adjusting the Number of Desired Clusters as Six to solve Task A
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Figure 6.5
User Adjusting the Number of Desired Clusters as Seven to solve Task A
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Figure 6.6
User’s View of the Tool for solving Task B
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Figure 6.7
User Adopting the UC34 to the “medical” Cluster to solve Task B
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Figure 6.8
User Adopting the UC34 to the “patient” Cluster to solve Task B
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Figure 6.9
User Selecting the UC34 as a Bridge Between the Two Clusters.
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Figure 6.10
User is Solving the Task C by Finding all the Related Requirements.
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Figure 6.11
User is Solving the Task D by Finding all Prerequisite Requirements of UC22.
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scored by the same graders. Since our tasks were based on requirements engineering, we
knew the correct solutions for all four given tasks. We also accepted alternative solutions
if they are justifable. For example, in case of Task A, the correctness of a solution was
considered as “high”, if the answer is within the correct range (i.e., [5,7]) and provided a
solid justifcation. If the answer is within the correct range and had a weak justifcation,
then the correctness was considered as “medium”. If the answer is out of the correct range
and no justifcation, then we considered the correctness of the solution as “low”.

6.3.7

Experimenting Tool

In order to gain control of what participants could do during our experiment and to
capture all the actions performed by the participants, we developed a specifc VA tool
called ReCVisu+. Essentially, it is a visualization tool with interactive interfaces. Our VA
tool ensured that all participants would be equally treated in the experiment.
As shown in Figures 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5, a participant tries to adjust the number of desired
clusters as fve, six and seven respectively to solve the Task A. In Figure 6.6, the UC34 is
highlighted by the tool and the user has two features (i.e., to adopt UC34 to an appropriate
cluster or form a bridge connection between two clusters). As shown in Figure 6.7, UC34
is adopted to the “medical” cluster and to the “patient” cluster in Figure 6.8. UC34 forms a
bridge between the two clusters “medical” and “patient” as shown in Figure 6.9. To solve
Task C, in Figure 6.10, user is fnding all the related requirements that the design mockup
tries to implement. To solve Task D, as shown in Figure 6.11, the user is fnding all the
prerequisite requirements of UC22.
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6.4

Results
The main goal of our experiment is to assess the effect of visual analtyics support

on requirements engineering tasks. We made the assessment by the performance of the
participants solving requirements engineering tasks and to operationalize performance by
time to and correctness of solution. If a participant performs better on a task, then the
time spent on that task should be less and/or the correctness of solution should be higher.
Therefore we focused on these measures in our experiment.
Table 6.1
Summary of t-Test Analysis
Paired Differences
95% Confidence Interval of
the Difference

Mean
Time
(no VAwith VA)
Correctness
(no VAwith VA)

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

Lower

Upper

t

df

Sig. (2tailed)

164.92702

243.53452

10.432

51

.000

-3.13078

-.90769

-3.647

51

.001

204.23077

141.17638

19.57764

-2.0193

3.99259

.55367

Table 6.1 presents the summary of t-Test results. For “Time(no VA - with VA)”, the t
value is 10.432, degree of freedom, df is 51 and the Sig.(2-tailed) value is less than .001.
For “Correctness(no VA - with VA)”, the t value is -2.0193, degree of freedom is 51 and
the Sig. (2-tailed) value is .001. Sig(2-tailed) value will tell us if the two condition Means
are statistically different. Often time, this value is referred to as the p value. In Table
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6.1, both the Sig(2-tailed) values are less than .05 and therefore we claim these values are
statistically signifcant.

Figure 6.12
Time Spent on Performing a Task Across all Performed Tasks.

Figure 6.12 compares the time that participants spent on tasks with and without VA
tool support as box plots for all performed tasks on the iTrust project. Similarly, Figure
6.13 compares the overall correctness achieved by the participants on the iTrust project
using a bar chart. Each bar visualizes the percentages of correctness distribution such as
high correctness (white area), medium correctness (grey area), and low correctness (black
area).
Table 6.2 presents the mean and the standard deviation of the time spent on performing
a task (i.e., mean(sd)), the difference in mean values between the treatments without and
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Task Correctness distrubtion [%]

100%

low

90%

medium

80%

high

70%
60%
50%

40%
30%
20%
10%

0%
no VA

with VA

iTrust

Figure 6.13
Correctness Distribution of Results Across all Performed Tasks.

Table 6.2
Performance of Participants Across all Tasks on the iTrust Project

Time [s]
Project
iTrust

VA support
no
with

mean (sd)
761 (142)
557 (130)

diff
-26%
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Correctness
[%]
29
52

diff
79%

with VA tool support, the percentage of correctness to solutions that participants achieved
for particular tasks (correctness as “high”), and the difference in correctness between the
treatments without and with VA tool support (diff).
A comparison of all performed tasks implies that participants working with the help of
VA tool support spent on average 557s working on a task, while the participants working
without VA tool support spent on average 761s to perform a task. In this case, on average,
VA support enables to perform a task 26% faster.
Comparing the correctness of performed tasks, we observed that the participants working without VA tool support achieved 29% correctness, while the participants working with
the help of VA support achieved 52% correctness. In this case, VA support enables 79%
more correctness. After understanding the effect of VA support on the participant’s performance, we compared time and correctness separately for the tasks performed on iTrust.
Figure 6.14 compares the times that participants spend on tasks with and without VA
support separately for the four different tasks. Similarly, Figure 6.15 compares the correctness that participants achieved with and without VA support per task. Finally, Table 6.3
presents descriptive statistics of performance of participants per task. More specifcally,
when comparing the results for different tasks it is important to note that time and correctness are dependent. Task A and C benefts more from VA support. Task B is relatively low
to our current ReCVisu+ support. Assessing the time spent on the tasks, participants with
VA support completed their tasks 25% to 30% faster than those completed the same tasks
without VA support. Assessing the correctness between the tasks shows that participants
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with VA support achieved 21% to 165% more correct solutions than those participants
worked without VA support.

Figure 6.14
Time for Completing a Task Without and With VA support.

6.5

Threats to Validity
This section discusses what is considered to be the most important threats to the validity

of our experiment.
The participants in our experiment are graduate students having a spread of experiences, but with overall little industrial experience and it is diffcult to draw conclusions
for more experienced professionals. Regarding this issue, an additional experiment with
more professionals/experienced analysts is required. Furthermore, the iTrust requirements
dataset is developed by students and effects might be different for other large industrial requirements datasets. The results of our study may not generalize to all real world projects
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100%
Task Correctness distrubtion [%]

low
90%

medium
high

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%

30%
20%
10%
0%

no VA

with VA
iTrustA

no VA
with VA
iTrustB

no VA
with VA
iTrustC

no VA
iTrustD

with VA

Figure 6.15
Correctness Distribution of Results Achieved Without and With VA support.

Table 6.3
Performance of Participants Per Task
Time [s]
Task
iTrust A
iTrust B
iTrust C
iTrust D

VA support
no
with
no
with
no
with
no
with

mean (sd)
757 (101)
528 (127)
682 (166)
490 (167)
820 (130)
623 (83)
786 (139)
586 (95)
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diff
-30%
-28%
-24%
-25%

Correctness
[%]
23
54
38
46
23
61
31
46

diff
134%
21%
165%
48%

and settings, a threat to external validity. The generalizability of our results could be hampered by the limited representativeness of the subjects, the tasks, and iTrust as a subject
system.
Regarding internal validity, an important concern is whether the tasks solved really
are due to our VA tool. We used Baseline (web-based) to mimic current practice, which
may not be the best practice (other requirements management tools like DOORS [108] and
Requisite Pro [91]). Nevertheless, the added value of ReCVisu+ is demonstrated.

6.6

Conclusion
We conducted an experiment comparing participants performance in solving require-

ments engineering tasks with and without the help of our VA tool support. Our study
suggested that VA tool like ReCVisu+ can help solve the requirements engineering tasks.
Our fnding is that participants with VA support performed on average 26% faster on a task
and created on average 79% more correct solutions. Our study provides initial evidence
and insight in the visual requirements analytics area, and sheds light on many challenging
open questions.
The results may differ quite signifcantly across different projects. Therefore it is our
future research plan to replicate our experiment on other subject systems from different
domains. We plan to seek collaborations with fellow researchers in the VA community to
evaluate other existing VA tools and techniques. We believe that strong quantitative results
could play a signifcant role in making software companies realize the strong potential of
visual analytics in their day-to-day activities.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter, we summarize the contributions made in this dissertation and outline
several directions for future research.

7.1

Summary

• We propose a framework to characterize and improve the state of practice in visual
requirements analytics
• We apply the framework to examine existing VA for RE solutions, which in turn
helps identify areas for improvement
• Guided by this understanding, we develop the ReCVisu+ tool with enhanced interactive visualization supports to RE practitioners
• We apply ReCVisu+ to visual exploration tasks (i.e., overview, anomaly handling,
heterogeneity utilization, and causality reasoning) in RE
• We apply ReCVisu+ to visual exploitation tasks (i.e., semantic analysis, exploratory
reasoning, and multivariate comparison)
• We conduct qualitative case studies to show the benefts of our approach
• We conduct an experiment to quantify the effect of our VA for RE support

Figure 7.1 shows our main contributions in this dissertation.

7.2

Future Work
In this section, we outline some of the future research directions.
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7.2.1

Tool support and empirical studies

Our future work includes refning the design of ReCVisu+ and improving the extensibility of the underlying visualization models. We plan to replicate our experiment on other
subject systems from different domains. From our experience, we feel that VA has a rich
value in helping requirements analysts, decision makers, and other stakeholders to rapidly
extract insights from the food of data. We also plan to conduct further empirical studies
to investigate the cost and beneft of the VA supports for RE. Finally, we want to study the
possible usage barriers and fnd principled ways to overcome the barriers in order to tap
the full potential of VA approaches in RE.

Visual Analytics for
Requirements
Engineering

Visual
Requirements
Analytics

Framewok

Assessment

Clustering-based
Visualization

Qualitative
Support

Visual
Exploration

Automatic
Labeing

Quantitative
Assessment

Visual
Exploitation

Semantic
Analysis

Exploratory
Reasoning

Figure 7.1
Our Contributions Summary.
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7.2.2

Future research directions

Beyond the interactive visualizations, analytical reasoning capabilities of Visual analytics, our goal is to ultimately understand how human analysts makes sense of data.
visual analytics is the science of visualizations with interactive interfaces and analytical
algorithms for supporting knowledge discovery in “Big Data” [68] [30].
Endert et al. [30] argues for a shift from a ‘human in the loop’ philosophy for visual
analytics to a ‘human is the loop’ viewpoint. Traditionally, user can specify frameworks
and algorithms, but it is not clear that such specifcations improves the user’s conceptualization. If the joint reasoning between human and the machine is well supported by visual
entities, space and algorithms, then human analysts can perform actions and achieve results
that ft naturally in their analytics context [30]. We plan to investigate “how to recognize
analysts’ work processes and intergrate analytics into the existing interactive process”.
Visual analytics techniques, tools and methods will bring signifcant changes to personal health programs, clinical healthcare delivery, clinical decision intelligence and public
health policy making [40]. The process of moving promising research results into practice
is time-consuming and often diffcult. It is our goal to accelerate this process so that beneft can be realized from advancements in technology more rapidly. Similar to the software
requirements specifcation documents (SRS), Electronic Health Records (EHRs) are great
source of patients information. By applying visual analytics in this domain, a health-care
professional can interact with the system and judge the quality and content of the similar
patient clusters and also refne the clusters based on his/her knowledge [40] [114].
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We plan to develop more effective and effcient visual analytics tools, techniques and
methods that support stakeholders as they interact, analyze and make decisions with even
more divergent, dynamic, and large volumes of data.

7.3

Publications
This dissertation has resulted in the following peer-reviewed publications:

1. S. Reddivari and N. Niu, Evaluating Visual Requirements Analytics Approach: An
Empirical Study, Requirements Engineering Journal (REJ) (In progress)
2. S. Reddivari, S. Rad, T. Bhowmik, N. Cain and N. Niu, Visual Requirements Analytics: A Framework and Case Study, Requirements Engineering Journal (REJ), 2013,
1-23
3. S. Reddivari, Visual Analytics for Software Requirements Engineering, 21st IEEE
International Requirements Engineering Conference (RE 2013), Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
2013, IEEE Press
4. N. Niu, S. Reddivari and Z. Chen, Keeping Requirements on Track via Visual Analytics, 21st IEEE International Requirements Engineering Conference (RE 2013),
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 2013, IEEE Press
5. S. Reddivari, Z. Chen and N. Niu, ReCVisu: A Tool for Clustering-Based Visual
Exploration of Requirements, 20th IEEE International Requirements Engineering
Conference (RE 2012), Chicago, USA, 2012, pp. 327-328, IEEE Press
6. N. Niu, S. Reddivari, A. Mahmoud and T. Bhowmik, Automatic Labeling of Software Requirements Clusters, 4th International Workshop on Search-driven development: Users, Infrastructure, Tools and Evaluation (SUITE 2012), in affliation with
the 34th International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE 2012), Zurich,
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